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Abstract

A systematic theoretical study on the Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) cages using semiempirical methods is herein presented.

Equilibrium geometries, harmonic vibrational frequency analyses, enthalpies of formations, HOMO–LUMO energy gaps and

other properties are calculated at the level of the AM1 theory. Present theoretical results show that all the Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60)

cage isomers exhibiting maximum symmetry undergo slight distortions into more stable structures of lower symmetry. No

simple function for the clusters stability with respect to the number of Si atoms can be discerned in the whole Sin (n ¼ 26–36,

60) series. However, the stability in the Sin (n ¼ 33–36) series decreases as the number of Si atoms drops whereas the Sin
(n ¼ 26–32) series shows the same trend with the exception of n ¼ 28 and 31. Several instances of four-fold coordinated,

distorted sp3 hybridized Si atoms carrying large net charges have been detected. Calculated HOMO–LUMO energy gaps of

these Sin cages lie in the range of 3.9–4.6 eV, being larger than those of both smaller Sin clusters and bulk Si. Comparison with

available theoretical and experimental data give firm support to the present application of semiempirical methods to large Sin
clusters.

q 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There is currently a great interest in utilizing small

atomic clusters as constituent elements in well-

controlled nanostructures [1–17]. In the case of

silicon clusters, this interest is obviously related to

the semiconductor properties of silicon as illustrated
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in numerous experimental and theoretical studies

[1–5, 8–11]. Clusters are embryonic forms of matter

standing halfway between individual molecules and

solids. Therefore, the microscopic study of clusters

can provide insight into the evolution of different

physical properties from molecules to bulk materials.

Depending on their size, clusters can show optical

properties and reactivities that are drastically different

from those in molecules and solids. For these reasons,

the investigation of atomic clusters of semiconductor

elements has recently received a renovated impetus,

especially in the design of advanced materials with

sought electronic and optical properties. In previous

studies, small and intermediate-size clusters have

received a great deal of attention because of their

technological application in optoelectronics (e.g. to

elucidate the bright photoluminescence in porous

silicon). A common outcome from these previous

studies is that the energy gap of the clusters increases

when its number of atoms decreases—a phenomenon

mostly due to the growing influence of quantum

confinement on the electronic states as a function of

size.

Unlike carbon fullerene cages, a silicon cage is less

stable because an assembly of sp2 hybridized silicon

atoms turns out to be energetically less favorable

during theoretical calculations. One possible way to

stabilize a silicon cage is to locate a guest atom in the

center of the cluster as has been suggested by previous

theoretical calculations [4,8–11]. An alternative way

to achieve such stabilization is either to exploit

advantageously the four-fold coordination of the sp3

hybridized silicon atoms or to introduce a slight

distortion in the symmetry. In fact, the stability of

silicon fullerenes depends on the geometry (usually of

low symmetry) and the numbers of Si5 and Si6 rings

present. Strong evidence for the stability of silicon

clusters has been found in Ref. [8], where the

formation of a series of hydrogenated silicon clusters

with a single metal atom has been reported. These

clusters were subsequently dehydrogenated, both

partially and totally, rendering stable, pure silicon

clusters. This last finding indicates that those clusters

would be stable enough to be used as tunable building

blocks in cluster-assembled materials.

Silicon clusters have been extensively

investigated by theoretical methods [18 – 22].

Despite the enormous progress made in the last

few years, little is known about the structures of

silicon clusters containing 20–100 atoms and even

some theoretical studies on these clusters are

currently under debate [23]. On the experimental

side, photoionization measurements for mid-sized

clusters (Si18–Si41) have been reported [20] and

crucial experimental results concerning the shapes

of Sin clusters have been conducted [20,21]. By

investigating the mobility of size-selected Sin cluster

ions in a helium atmosphere, those studies con-

cluded that the geometry of Sin clusters undergo a

transition around n ¼ 27 from a prolate shape for

n , 27 to a spherical-like shape for n . 27: The

experimental results clearly showed that the spheri-

cal-like form of the Si32 cluster is more stable than

the prolate one [21,22].

In another series of recent studies [6,7,11,12], it has

been discovered that the addition of one hetero-atom

to the small C28, C36 and C60 clusters in substitutional,

endohedral or exohedral position, significantly

increased the stability of the clusters. This finding

inspired a number of theoretical calculations on Si60

[24], C60, MC36, MSi28, MC20 [10,13,14], MSi60 [25],

and also on Si36 fullerene cages. There has been some

speculation that Si36 could be stable as a spherical-like

cage with D6h point-group symmetry. However, this

structure was proven unstable at the full-potential

linear-muffin-tin-orbital molecular dynamics (FP-

LMTO-MD) level [26] where such a spherical-like

Si36 cage distorted into a Si36 cage with D2d point-

group symmetry. Although preparation and spectral

characterization of Si36 and Si60 have not been

reported yet, plenty of endohedrally doped C36 and

Si60 structures have been studied theoretically

[26–29]. Unlike C36, endohedral and exohedral

doped Si36 cages have never been found experimen-

tally. Therefore, the preferred molecular structures of

Sin cages and their derivatives have been the subject

of recent theoretical studies [11,26,29,31].

Medium-sized hydrogenated silicon cluster ions,

Si34Hx
þ, have been formed by time-resolved, time-of-

flight mass spectroscopic experiments [32]. On the

theoretical side, a Si35H36 cluster has been investi-

gated by a new constant-pressure molecular dynamics

method as well [33]. Structural and electronic proper-

ties of both bare and hydrogenated, star-like Si35

clusters have also been investigated at the B3LYP/

STO-3G level [17]. The Th point-group symmetry Si60
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cluster has been calculated at the HF/6-31G* level and

proven to be its most stable structure [34]. In addition,

Si60 has been the focus of other theoretical studies

[35–37].

To the best of our knowledge, no systematic

theoretical investigation on bare Sin (n ¼ 26–36)

fullerene clusters has been reported yet except for the

cases of Sin (n ¼ 20, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32) cages at the

FP-LMTO-MD level [38]. Bearing in mind that fact, a

thorough computational study on the possible geo-

metries, enthalpies of formation, and HOMO–LUMO

gaps of Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) fullerene clusters is

presented in this article. These calculations ultimately

aim at reproducing some of the previously mentioned

experimental results.

2. Computational details

Recent theoretical investigations, at various levels

of sophistication, have focused on the geometrical and

electronic properties, and on the stability of the Si60

cage. These studies have shown that Si60 has some

improved properties with respect to those of C60. The

results of Piqueras et al. [16] indicated that both AM1

and ab initio results are really comparable for both

carbon and silicon cages and gave firm support to the

applicability of the AM1 method to study all-silicon

and all-carbon clusters [10,15,16]. In order to make a

comparison with available theoretical results and to

test the reliability of this theoretical approach for Sin
(n ¼ 26–36, 60), the smaller Sin (n ¼ 2, 4, 6, 8, 10)

clusters were calculated first at the AM1 level. It turns

out that those theoretical results for the average

cohesion energies are in good agreement with

previous computational results obtained by Hagelberg

et al. [22] and Li et al. [38].

In the present work, geometry optimizations and

properties calculations of Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) cages

are carried out at the AM1 level utilizing the

GAUSSIAN 98 program [39]. In some cases, additional

calculations at the MNDO and/or PM3 levels are also

performed as a way to test the reliability of the

preferred AM1 method. For these calculations, Sin
(n ¼ 26–36, 60) clusters are systematically generated

by successive abstraction of silicon atoms from cages

with higher number of silicon atoms as explained in

more detail below. After the geometry optimization

calculation of a given structure has converged, the

resulting cage stability is tested by harmonic

vibrational frequency analysis. In the case that

imaginary frequencies are found, distortions along

those unstable coordinates are performed until a true

minimum is reached. In this way, the final geometry

of each cage isomer is guaranteed to correspond to a

local minimum. This distortion procedure necessarily

implies a loss of the degree of symmetry in the

investigated structure.

The criterion for the stability of the clusters is

dictated by their enthalpy of formation (EF) DHf [40]

and by their average atomic enthalpy of formation

(AAEF) D �HAAEF
f [41]. The EF corresponds to the

cluster formation reaction

nSi ! Sin

so that

DHf ¼ HSin
2 nHSi

where Hspecies is the enthalpy of the involved species.

The AAEF D �HAAEF
f is defined as

D �HAAEF
f ¼

DHf

n

i.e. as the EF per cluster atom. To determine the

relative stability of a series of cluster isomers, which

necessarily have the same number of silicon atoms n;

either the EF or the AAEF can be used: the lower their

values the more stable the structure. However, to

compare the stability of clusters with different number

of silicon atoms n; only the AAEF can be used: the

lower its value the more stable the structure.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Geometries and stabilities

Calculated HOMO – LUMO energy gaps

Egap; enthalpies of formation (EF) DHf ; and AAEF

D �HAAEF
f of Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) cages are listed in

Table 1 meanwhile the corresponding geometries of

these compounds are depicted in Fig. 1. Based upon

these calculated data for the Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) series,

it can be concluded that the clusters relative stabilities

depend upon the number of Si6 and Si5 rings in the

structure as explained in more detail below. In addition,
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the stabilities and the geometry of the cages also

correlate with the number distorted sp3 hybridized,

four-fold coordinated Si atoms. The present theoretical

results also indicate that highly symmetric cages can be

further stabilized by performing slight distortions into

less symmetric structures as illustrated below.

3.1.1. Si60 cages

Three Si60 cage isomers with Ci, C1 and Th

symmetries are optimized at the AM1 and MNDO

levels, the C1 isomer being a distorted structure from

the Th one. Subsequent vibrational frequency analysis

indicates that these structures are stable. The AAEF’s

of the Si60 isomers at the AM1 level are

0.9367 eV/atom for the three symmetries under

consideration. These results show that the AAEF’s

of Si60 cages with Ci, C1 and Th symmetries are

smaller than those of Si36 cages with C1 and D2d

symmetries. Therefore, Si60 isomers are on the whole

more stable than the Si36 ones. The Si–Si bond

lengths in the Si60 cage with Th symmetry at the AM1

level are 2.092 and 2.297 Å, respectively, which are in

good agreement with previous theoretical results at

the FP-LMTO-MD level [38]. Theoretical results also

show that the HOMO in the Th isomer involves

completely filled tu degenerate molecular orbitals.

Table 1

HOMO–LUMO gaps ðEgapÞ; enthalpies of formation ðDHf Þ and average atomic enthalpy of formation ðD �HAAEF
f Þ of Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) cages.

(Units: eV, Hartree and eV/atom for Egap; DHf and D �HAAEF
f )

Cage Symmetry AM1 level MNDO level

Egap DHf D �HAAEF
f Egap DHf D �HAAEF

f

Si26 C2 4.4684 1.348355 1.4488

Si27 C2 4.4208 1.2714153 1.2813

Si27 C1 4.4208 1.2714085 1.2813

Si28 C2(a) 4.1127 1.2094584 1.1753 5.5881 0.9899731 0.9620

Si28 C1(a) 4.2137 1.2062007 1.1722 3.9498 1.1068499 1.0756

Si28 C2(b)a 2.2778 1.4298623 1.3895

Si28 C1(b) 4.3063 1.4147521 1.3748

Si29 C2 4.2230 1.3333842 1.2522 5.4738 1.3150107 1.2338

Si29 C1 4.3735 1.3278489 1.2459 5.8336 1.1517817 1.0807

Si30 C1 4.0480 1.2929600 1.1727 5.4537 1.0033741 0.9101

Si31 C1(a) 4.3114 1.5155461 1.3303

Si31 C1(b) 4.2559 1.4718011 1.2919 5.5304 1.2612963 1.0710

Si32 C1(a) 4.2222 1.4152823 1.2034 5.0221 1.2316994 1.0473

Si32 C1(b) 4.1784 1.3310633 1.1318

Si33 Cs 4.4242 1.5915366 1.3123

Si33 C1 4.3607 1.5921068 1.3128

Si33 C2
a 4.1122 1.6274701 1.3419 4.1120 1.6274701 1.3419

Si34 C2v
b 4.1781 1.5699782 1.2564

Si34 C2(a) 4.1256 1.5366560 1.2298 5.9848 1.3610956 1.0893

Si34 C1(a) 4.1716 1.5366555 1.2298 6.2172 1.121415 0.8975

Si34 C2(b) 4.1645 1.5504015 1.2408 5.5963 1.5365651 1.2297

Si34 C1(b) 4.1455 1.5478669 1.2387 5.6545 1.2328005 0.9866

Si35 C1 4.0916 1.4880216 1.1568 5.5734 1.0937466 0.8503

Si35 C2
a 3.9460 1.5175917 1.1798

Si36 D2d 4.0518 1.4305638 1.0813 3.9057 1.799952 1.3605

Si36 C1 3.8671 1.4461059 1.0930 5.3372 0.9736148 0.7359

Si60 Th 4.6257 2.0653349 0.9367

Si60 Ci 4.6227 2.0653437 0.9367

Si60 C1 4.6246 2.0653346 0.9367

a Transition state.
b Second-order saddle, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Equilibrium geometries of the most stable isomers in the Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) cage series (See also Table 1). Symmetry labels refer to the

clusters generating procedure (see text) but the depicted structures correspond to the most stable isomers.
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Fig. 1 (continued )
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The HOMO–LUMO energy gap of the distorted Si60

isomer with Ci symmetry is the smallest in this series

of structures. Furthermore, the Si60 cage with Ci

symmetry has an EF that is 0.0088 and 0.0091 mH.

(milliHartree) lower than those of the Th and C1

isomers, respectively. The most stable structure of

Si60 should be that with Ci symmetry.

3.1.2. Si36 cages

Three Si36 cage isomers exhibiting eight Si6 and

14 Si5 rings, respectively, and having D6h; D2d and

C1 symmetries are optimized at the AM1 and

MNDO levels. Subsequent vibrational frequency

analysis indicates that only the isomers with D2d

and C1 symmetries are stable structures. The

AAEF’s at the AM1 level for the isomers with

D2d and C1 symmetries are 1.0813 and

1.0930 eV/atom, respectively, but are, in reverse

order, 1.3605 and 0.7359 eV/atom at the MNDO

level, respectively. Additional calculations at the

PM3 level agree with those at the AM1 level

thereby giving reliability to the latter method’s

results. Therefore, Si36 with C1 symmetry is more

stable than its isomer with D2d symmetry. The Si–

Si bond lengths of Si36 with C1 symmetry are in

the range of 2.10–2.35 Å. The optimized C1 and

D2d isomers are actually distorted structures from

the unstable Si36 cage with D6h symmetry.

3.1.3. Si35 cages

Three Si35 cage isomers having the C2v; C2 and C1

symmetries are optimized at the AM1 and MNDO

levels. Geometry optimization on a Si35 with C2v

symmetry fails to converge. The AAEF’s calculated

for these structures at the AM1 level are 1.1568 and

1.1798 eV/atom for C1 and C2; respectively. How-

Fig. 1 (continued )
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ever, the AAEF of the C1 isomer at the MNDO level is

0.8503 eV/atom, which is smaller than its AM1 level

value. Vibrational frequency analysis reveals

that the C2 isomer has one imaginary frequency

corresponding to a transition state coordinate. Thus,

the isomer with C1 symmetry is finally selected as the

most stable structure. This stable C1 isomer presents a

geometry that is a slight distortion from that of the C2

isomer. The Si–Si bond lengths in the C1 isomer at the

AM1 level are about the values of 2.1, 2.2, 2.26, 2.3

and 2.35 Å. These bond length values are shorter than

those in the C2 isomer.

The AAEF’s of the Si35 cage C1 and C2

isomers at the AM1 level are 1.1568 and

1.1798 eV/atom, respectively, which are higher

than the corresponding values of 1.0813 and

1.0930 eV/atom of the Si36 cage D2d and C1

isomers, respectively. The Si36 isomers are energe-

tically more stable than the Si35 ones because of

their larger number of Si atoms on the Si6/Si6 ring

junctions whose Si–Si bonds are stronger than

those on the Si5/Si5 ring junctions [6]. After one Si

atom linking two Si6 rings is removed from a Si36

cage to form a Si35 one, a new Si5/Si5 ring junction

is formed with a consequent lowering in the

stability. The one sp3 hybridized Si atom in

the Si35 isomer with C1 symmetry, which has a

total Mulliken charge of 20.2122 a.u., interacts

with other four Si atoms at Si–Si bond lengths of

2.39 and 2.47 Å at the AM1 level, respectively.

The Si35 isomer with C2 symmetry exhibits six

Si6 and 16 Si5 rings. The increase in the number

of Si5 rings in the Si35 isomers decrease the

stability of those cages. Thus, the stability of the

Si36 isomers with D2d and C1 symmetries are

higher than that of the Si35 isomer with C1

symmetry.

3.1.4. Si34 cages

Five Si34 cage isomers: one with C2v; two with C2;

and two with C1 symmetries are optimized at the AM1

and MNDO levels followed by vibrational frequency

analyses. The obtained geometries, bond lengths and

angles in the Si35 and Si34 isomers correlate with the

number of sp3 hybridized Si atoms in those clusters. A

first pair of Si34 isomers with C2(a) and C1(a) point-

group symmetries, both derived from a D2h symmetry,

is optimized with subsequent vibrational frequency

analyses indicating that both cages are stable.

Although the geometry optimization of the Si34

isomer with C2v symmetry does converge, its

subsequent vibrational frequency analysis calculation

fails to do so. However, a second pair of stable Si34

isomers with C2(b) and C1(b) symmetries can be

generated by slightly distorting the possibly unstable

Si34 with C2v symmetry. The AAEF’s of the Si34

isomers at the AM1 level with C2v; C2(a) and C1(a)

from D2h; and C2(b) and C1(b) form C2v symmetries

are sequentially: 1.2564, 1.2298, 1.2298, 1.2408 and

1.2387 eV atom. Based upon these results, the pair of

the C2(a) and C1(a) isomers is more stable than that of

the C2(b) and C1(b). The C1(a) isomer is slightly more

stable that its C2(a) counterpart. At the AM1 level, the

two sp3 hybridized Si atoms in the most stable C1(a)

cage have their nearest four Si atoms at Si–Si bond

lengths of 2.39 and 2.3, and 2.45 and 2.45 Å; and have

total Mulliken charges of 20.1366 and 20.1380 a.u.,

respectively. In addition, the AAEF of the Si34 C1(a)

isomer is about 0.073 eV/atom higher than that of the

most stable Si35 isomer. In fact, the Si35 cage with C1

symmetry is more stable than any of the Si34 isomers.

On generating the Si34 cages from the Si36 ones by

removing two Si atoms on a Si6/Si6 ring junction,

newer Si5/Si5 and Si5/Si6 ring junctions are formed.

Since Si–Si bonds on the Si5/Si5 and Si5/Si6 rings are

weaker than those on the Si6/Si6 rings, Si35 and Si36

cages turn out to be more stable than the Si34 ones.

3.1.5. Si33 cages

Si33 cage isomers having two Si6 and 20 Si5 rings

and three sp3 hybridized Si atoms are formed by

removing three Si atoms from the three adjacent

Si6/Si6 rings in the Si36 cage. Geometry optimizations

on Si33 cages with C3v; C2v; C2; Cs and C1 symmetries

are carried out at the AM1 and MNDO levels.

Vibrational frequency analysis at the AM1 level

reveals that only the Si33 isomers with Cs and C1

symmetries, which are direct distortions of the C3v

isomer, are stable structures. The Cs isomer is the

most stable structure, being 0.0005 eV/atom lower in

its AAEF than the C1 one. The three sp3 Si hybridized

atoms in the Cs isomer have their nearest Si atoms at

Si–Si bond lengths of 2.4 and 2.45; 2.4 and 2.45; 2.3

and 2.44; and 2.48 and 2.57 Å; and have total

Mulliken charges of 20.2629, 20.3061 and

0.4947 a.u., all these values at the AM1 level. Because
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a Si6/Si6 ring junction is more stable than a Si5/Si5
one, the most stable Si33 isomer is less stable than any

of the Si34, Si35 and Si36 isomers (See Table 1).

3.1.6. Si32 cage

Two Si32 cage isomers with C1 symmetry are

considered. The geometry of the first C1(a) isomer,

which is obtained by removing one silicon atom from

a Si33 cage, is optimized at the AM1 and MNDO

levels, followed by a vibrational frequency analysis.

Calculations show that this structure is stable exhibit-

ing three Si6 and 15 Si5 rings, and having two sp3

hybridized Si atoms. The AAEF’s at the AM1 and

MNDO levels are 1.2034 and 1.0473 eV/atom,

respectively. The two sp3 hybridized Si atoms in the

cluster have their nearest Si atoms at Si–Si bond

lengths of 2.396, 2.332, 2.443 and 2.371; and of 2.551,

2.794, 2.350 and 2.376 Å; and have total Mulliken

charges of 20.0664 and 20.0304 a.u., respectively,

all these values at the AM1 level. The AAEF’s of this

Si32 cage is smaller than those of the Si33 and Si34

cages but, on the contrary, is bigger than those of Sin
(n ¼ 35, 36, 60) cages.

A second Si32 cage with C1(b) symmetry is

optimized at the AM1 level rendering also a stable

structure without imaginary vibrational frequencies.

This structure does not have any sp3 hybridized Si

atom. The AAEF of the C1(b) isomer is 1.1318 eV/a-

tom at the AM1 level; therefore, the Si32 cage isomer

with C1(b) symmetry is the more stable structure. It is

noteworthy that the Si32 sphere-like cage being

detected experimentally [21] stands in good agree-

ment with our theoretical prediction.

3.1.7. Si31 cage

Si31 cages exhibiting one Si6 and 15 Si5 rings and

having three sp3 hybridized Si atoms are obtained by

removing one Si atom from a Si6/Si6 ring junction in

a Si32 cage. Geometry optimizations of two Si31

fullerene cages with C1 symmetry, derived by

distortion from an originally unstable Si31 cage with

Cs symmetry, are performed at the AM1 and MNDO

levels. The AAEF’s of these two C1(a) and C1(b)

isomers are 1.3303 and 1.2929 eV/atom, respectively,

the latter being the most stable structure. Additionally,

the Si31 cage C1(b) isomer is more stable than its Si33

cage Cs counterpart but less stable than any isomer in

the Sin (n ¼ 32, 34–36, 60) series. Total Mulliken

charges on the three sp3 hybridized atoms in the C1(b)

isomer are 20.1388, 0.1530 and 20.1161 a.u. at the

AM1 level.

3.1.8. Si30 cages

In the first optimization effort for these species, a

Si30 cage with D5h symmetry is considered first. This

structure has five Si6 and 12 Si5 rings and presents no

sp3 hybridized Si atom. Unfortunately, geometry

optimization on this structure fails to converge both

at the AM1 and MNDO levels. In addition, converged

Si30 isomers with C2v and C2 symmetries display

several imaginary frequencies. Taking into consider-

ation the previous study of the Si31 cage, a stable Si30

with C1 symmetry can be finally found. The AAEF’s

of this Si30 cage with C1 symmetry are 1.1727 and

0.9101 eV/atom at the AM1 and MNDO levels,

respectively; these values indicate that this Si30 cage

is more stable than the Sin (n ¼ 31, 33, 34) cages but

less than the Sin (n ¼ 32, 35, 36, 60) ones.

3.1.9. Si29 cages

One Si29 cage with C2v symmetry and having three

Si6 and 12 Si5 rings is optimized first at the AM1 and

MNDO levels. This structure turns out to be unstable.

However, the C2 and C1 isomers obtained by

distortion of the previous C2v structure are both stable

cages. The AAEF’s of the Si29 cage with C2 and C1

symmetries are 1.2522 and 1.2459 eV/atom at the

AM1 level, respectively; and 1.2338 and 1.0807 eV/a-

tom at the MNDO level, respectively. This indicates

that a Si29 cage with C1 symmetry is more stable than

that with C2 symmetry at both the AM1 and MNDO

levels. The only one sp3 hybridized Si atom in the C1

isomer has its nearest Si atoms at Si–Si bond lengths

of 2.401, 2.403, 2.460 and 2.463 Å and has a total

Mulliken charge of 20.225 a.u. It is worth noticing

that a Si29 cage is less stable than a Si30 one.

3.1.10. Si28 cages

By removing one Si atom from a Si6/Si6 ring

junction in the Si29 cage, a new Si28 cage isomer with

C2v symmetry and having one Si6 and 12 Si5 rings are

formed.

Independently, a second Si28 cage with Td

symmetry is also studied. Geometry optimizations of

these two Si28 isomers are performed at the AM1 and

MNDO levels. Unfortunately, these theoretical cal-
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culations fail to converge. However, two Si28 cage

isomers with the lower C2(a) and C1(a) symmetries

derived by distortion from the Td isomer converge at

the AM1 level and so do the C2(b) and C1(b) ones

derived from the C2v isomer. Vibrational frequency

analysis reveals that the C2(a), C1(a) and C1(b)

isomers are stable while the C2(b) is not. The AAEF’s

for the stable Si28 cages with C2(a), C1(a) and C1(b)

symmetries are 1.1753, 1.1722 and 1.3748 eV/atom at

the AM1 level. This indicates that the Si28 cage with

C1(a) symmetry is the most stable structure in this

group.

3.1.11. Si27 cage

Three Si27 cage isomers with C2v; C2 and C1

symmetries are taken into consideration. The Si27 cage

with C2v symmetry can be optimized at the AM1 level

but subsequent vibrational frequency analysis shows

that this structure is unstable. On the other hand, Si27

cages with C2 and C1 symmetries turn out to be stable.

The AAEF’s at the AM1 level of those C2 and C1

isomers are both 1.2813 eV/atom. The only one sp3

hybridized Si atoms in the C2 and C1 isomers have total

Mulliken charge of 20.1913 and 20.1934 a.u.,

respectively. Based upon the calculated EF, the Si27

cage with C1 symmetry is more stable than that with C2

symmetry at the AM1 level of calculation.

3.1.12. Si26 cage

Two Si26 cage isomers with C2v and C2 symmetries

are considered. The Si26 cage with C2v symmetry fails

to converge at the AM1 level. However, the C2 isomer

does converge at the AM1 level being a stable

structure. Its AAEF is 1.4488 eV/atom which is the

biggest one of all the Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) cages

analysed in this article. Therefore, the Si26 cage with

C2 symmetry is the less stable structure hitherto

calculated. The two sp3 hybridized Si atoms in this

cage have large total Mulliken charges of 20.2131

and 20.2103 a.u., respectively.

3.1.13. Stability of the Sin (n ¼ 26–36) cages

Based upon our previous theoretical results for the

Sin (n ¼ 26–36) cages, it has been shown that

structures of high symmetry tend to distort into more

stable configurations of lower symmetry. This finding

is in agreement with previous theoretical predictions

for the smaller Sin (n ¼ 8, 10, 12, 24) cage-like clusters

[22] and for the Sin (n ¼ 20, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32)

fullerene cages [38]. Therefore, it can be concluded

that Si cages do not prefer the most regular arrange-

ments as C cages actually do. In some instances, Si

atoms prefer to adopt a four-fold coordinated, sp3

hybridization which, however, contributes less to the

overall cage stabilization than a sp2 hybridization does.

By examining the calculated AAEF’s of the Sin
(n ¼ 26–36, 60) cages at the AM1 level (Table 1),

the following order of relative stability can be

established: Si60 . Si36 . Si32 . Si35 . Si28 .

Si30 . Si34 . Si29 . Si27 . Si31 . Si33 . Si26.

The relative stability involving only the Si26, Si30

and Si32 cages is in good agreement with previous

theoretical results at the FP-LMTO-MD level [38] and

so do the geometries of all the calculated structures

with available experimental results [21].

3.2. Energy gap analysis

Calculated HOMO–LUMO energy gaps ðEgapÞ for

the Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) cage isomers at the AM1 level

are listed in Table 1. The order of HOMO–LUMO

gaps for the most stable Sin cage isomers at the AM1

level is Si60 . Si26 . Si33 . Si27 . Si29 . Si31 .

Si28 . Si32 . Si34 . Si35 . Si36 . Si30. These

gaps lie in the range of 3.8–4.6 eV. The HOMO–

LUMO gaps in the Si36, Si35, Si34 and Si33 cages

increase by a total of 0.37 eV as the number of Si atoms

drops. This trend has also been observed in the bare Sin
(n ¼ 5, 17, 29, 35, 47) clusters [17]. The lowest

HOMO–LUMO gap corresponds to the Si36 cage

isomer with C1 symmetry (3.8671 eV) whereas the

highest corresponds to the Si60 cage isomer with Th

symmetry (4.6257 eV) (See Table 1). Also, the

HOMO–LUMO gaps for Sin (n ¼ 33–36, 60) cages

are actually much higher than the corresponding value

of 1.06 eV in the star-like bare Si35 cluster [17]. On the

whole, the HOMO–LUMO gaps of the calculated

cages are clearly higher than those of both smaller Sin
clusters and bulk silicon. As it is well known, optical

properties of Si cages are different from those of bulk Si

and bare Si clusters without defects or hollows. The

values of the HOMO–LUMO gaps in the Sin (n ¼ 26–

36, 60) cage series do not depend significantly upon the

number of Si atoms, a fact that will strongly influence

the optical properties of these compounds [17].
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4. Summary

Optimal geometries of the Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60)

cages are calculated at the level of the AM1 theory

followed by vibrational frequency analysis to test

their stability. The present theoretical results show

that all the Sin (n ¼ 26–36, 60) cage isomers of

maximum symmetry can undergo slight distortions

into more stable structures of lower symmetry. A

given Sin21 cage is generated from a Sin one by

removing a Si atom on a Si6/Si6 ring junction. By this

procedure, a new distorted sp3 hybridized Si atom is

formed. These four-coordinated atoms have total

Mulliken charges larger than those on any other

atoms in the cluster. The Si atom abstraction

procedure decreases the number of Si6 rings but

increases that of the Si5 ones with a consequent

lowering in the stability of the cluster. The HOMO–

LUMO energy gaps of these Sin cages, which are

important with regard to their optical properties, are

larger than those of both smaller Sin clusters and bulk

Si. The Si60 cages turn out to be the most stable having

at the same time the largest HOMO–LUMO energy

gaps.
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